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I wanted to make this post briefly to remind everyone that there are tools for RTR's that 
have been published with other SS. These have already gained the love and support of 
many people who use them daily including myself. This is a question of taste or in what 
mood you are on the day on which tool to use. These are very creative and truly 
remarkable.  
 
Also, these tools will be moved on the native JoS Servers, but with a little twist that I am 
keeping as a surprise right now. This will make the collective efforts far more powerful, little 
but huge type of surprise here. All of us who are invested in daily spiritual warfare, you will 
see how very beautiful this is going to be. However, this will be based on the tools below.  
 
The above is going to be pure spiritual NAPALM when it's online. I just need to finish some 
other pressing tasks in the next days, and then this will be utilized on top of the already 
existing tools which are wonderful.  
 
http://rtr.spiritualsatanism.org/ - By Luminescence. This tool is literally immaculate from a 
coding and operational perspective. It will make your RTR a literal breeze. Always a super 
joy to use and utilize.  
 
https://liliths.top/ - By BigotBoy. Another great tool that can be used and works on HTML, 
instructions for other OS's included.  
 
http://final-rtr-js.epizy.com/?i=2  - By YoungFaith. A very beautiful and well-liked tool based 
on Java. Press to play the sounds of letters.  
 
https://web.archive.org/web/20190221000 ... tlify.com/  [Dark version]  
https://www.satanslibrary.org/paintable.html [White version] - Paintable RTR by Soaring 
Eagle, a classic, based on the RTR classic page, a straightforward tool.  
 
With these the RTR will become a breeze. 
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